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great — a seal-camp never embraces more than four or five
igloos, and here there were only three — but they were all
present, standing, seated, waiting, stretching forth their hands
to the tobacco tin. Half my provisions went in two hours, and
while I was desperate they were enchanted. They could not
have been gayer had they been pirates dividing the loot of a
newly captured prize. Utak was the happiest of them all. He
had put himself in charge of the pillage, and everything he
could lay hands on was being distributed — his own grub, I
must own, as freely as mine; for the important thing was hospi-
tality, ownership was nothing. The assault became ferocious,
and the free-and-easy manner with which they took charge
almost gave me pleasure. They would nudge me without the
slightest embarrassment, and say: eLook here, give the child
something. You can see that he wants some jam. Where do you
keep it hidden?' Or: cls this all the tobacco you have? For a
white man, you haven't much.9 One of them turned up my tin
of butter, and as the butter was frozen they would cut into it
with a spoon, dip the spoon for a moment into their tea, and
lick the spoon clean at one gulp.
I am not a very methodical man, but I had had some notion
of rationing my grub according to the number of days I should
be out. This wasjnot a procedure compatible with Eskimo life.
I could never make them understand the principle of rationing.
In the same way, when they saw me make a note of what, in
the course of bartering for primitive objects, I had paid for a
seal-oil vessel or a native knife, they would roar with laughter.
*""' I must describe Ohudlerk's igloo. It might be called 'Stench
and Family Life.' You crawled through the usual porch— the
tor-sho, or neck, of the igloo — and when you put your head
inside the body of the snowhouse you were assailed by a warm
stink that all but strangled you. This noble aroma came from
a niche to the right of the entrance which Rembrandt might
have been delighted to paint. It was heaped with the carcasses
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